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Ap-adic method for the constructive factorization of manic polynomials 
over a dedekind ring o and the ideal theory of 01x1 are developed. 
Introduction. Give a manic polynomial 
f(x) = xn+qX”-l+. . . +a, (0.1) 
with rationally integral coefficients. Is f(x) reducible over the rational 
integer ring 6? If the answer is “yes” discover a factorization. A method 
based on a constructive form of Hensel’s lemma will be developed here. 
For this purpose we will proceed as follows. 
Firstly we want to know a bound for the coefficients of the manic 
factors of (0.1). It is obtained by using an average estimate @f of the 
roots of a polynomial (0.1) with coefficients in a field F with a multiplica- 
tive valuation rp defined by setting 
W= mW5irn ~(44%>/(3)“‘~* (0.2) 
For a full factorization 
Rx) =ifil tx-5i) (O-3) 
one finds the estimates: 
min~~i~,cp(5i) I Wl maxl.i~,(P(53 I -!f!E- "Jf-I' (0.4) 
Consequently for any factorization 
f(x) = fltxMx> (0.5) 
into the product of two polynomials fi(x), &(x) of F(x) we have the 
estimate 
a$ _< nJyml (i = 1,2). (0.6) 
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Secondly we shall develop the ideal theory of the polynomial ring 
D[X] in one variable x over a dedekind ring o with quotient field F of any 
characteristic. There holds 
THEOREM 1. Any nonzero ideal a of o[x] is the product of the ideal 
uF[x] n o[x], the content C(a) of a over ot and a primitive ideal P(a) = b 
of o[x], that is an ideal of o[x] for which b f-j o # 0 and, moreover, the 
content of b over o is O. 
The ideal b 0 o of D has a factorization: 
br)o=p:‘p~...p: (~i>O;15iIS) (0.7) 
into the power product of distinct prime ideals pl, p2,. . ., p, of o. 
Accordingly there holds a factorization 
into the product of the s mutually prime pi-primary ideals 
b,, = #‘[xl + b(1 I i < s). (0.9) 
For each of these pi-primary ideals there is a sequence of exponents 
&O, !hl,. . as fiik(i) satisfying 
0 5 Pi0 < PiI < * * *T < pie(i) = Pi (0.10) 
and a sequence of manic polynomials Pi09 PiI,. . ., Pik(i) = 1 such that 
their degrees satisfy the inequalities: 
CPioI ’ [Pill ’ . . . ’ cpik(i)l = 0 (0.11) 
and that 
b,i = Piopf’“[X] + Pi,pf”[X] + . . 1 +Pik(i~P~ik’i’[X]. (0.12) 
The manic polynomials Pij(O I j I k(i)) are uniquely determined modulo 
p;“‘(b+,, n ppL1+'[X]) 
since there hold the ideal theoretical relations 
b,, n #'[XI = Pij#“[X] +bPlpr**J+l[x]. 
The exponents 
Pi09 PiI9 - * * 3 Pitctj = Pi 
(0.13) 
are uniquely determined by (7), (9), (lo), (1 l), (12), (13). 
Choosing an element Xi of pi which does not belong to p’ there hold 
relations 
k(i)- j 
$i,~+l-aiJpij = C aijhpi, jfh 
h=l 
(0.14) 
t i.e. the o-ideal generated by the coefficients of the polynomials in a. 
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with coefficients aij,, in o[x]. Conversely, given s distinct prime ideals 
Pi, $32,. * -9 p,, elements xi of pi not belonging to p’, manic polynomials 
piO9 pil,. * .9 Pi.k(i) of o[x], sequences of exponents clio’ . . ., sir, and 
coefficients aj,, of o[x] subject to the conditions (O.lO), (0.1 I), (0.14), then 
the ideals b,, defined by (0.12) are Pi-primary and primitive such that 
the product ideal b defined by (0.8) is an arbitrary primitive ideal of 
o[x] satisfying (0.9). 
Thirdly we show 
LEMMA 1. Let a be a proper nonzero ideal of the dedekind ring o. The 
polynomial (0.1) of o[x] satisfies a congruence 
f = fifiwTl> (0.15) 
with manic polynomials fi, fi of o[x] subject to the condition 
hobl +fXd +4x1 = 4x1 (0.16) 
tf and only tf there are polynomials e,, e, of o[x] which act as mutually 
orthogonal idempotents modulo a[~] : 
eic?k = G&(U[X]) (i, k = 1,2), (0.17) 
eiO[X] +fO[X] + O[X] =fiO[X] + a[x] (i = 1,2), (0.18) 
el +e2 = 1. (0.19) 
LEMMA 2. (Hensel’s Lemma. See [4].) I. Formal part: Let R be a unital 
commutative ring containing elements fi, fi, f, d, rl, ai, a,, r2 satisfying 
.fJ2 =f+d2rl (0.2Oa) 
alfl + a2f2 = W + r2). (0.20b) 
Upon transition to: 
f?=fi -a2drl, fi* =f2-aldrl, 
a: = a,(1 +2ala,r, - r2), a; = a,(1 +2aIa2r1 -rJ (0.21) 
6 = rl(ala2rl -r2h rz* = -(r,-2a,a,r,)’ 
we obtain the corresponding relations for the starred elements: 
frjz =f+d2rf, a,f~+a~$ = d(l+rf). (0.22) 
II. Valuation theoretic part: Let cp be a Kuerszak-valuation of R, i.e. 
a real valuedfunction on R such that 
p(a) 2 0 and p(a) = 0 zy and only zf a = O(a E R) (0.23) 
da+ 8 I da) + db) (a, b E RI (0.24) 
dab) I v(aMb) (a, b E R) (0.25) 
p(--1) = 1. (0.26) 
20 
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The equation (0.20a) is said to be an approximate factorization off 
if the sequences fin, fi,, rlrt, rZn, a,,, azn that are deJined by setting 
fi0 =fil, riO = ri, ai = a, 
fi, n+ 1 =.fin*, 
* 
ri,“+l = Fin9 aiT”+ 1 = ai: (0.27) 
(i = 1,2) 
are Cauchy convergent with respect to cp such that ri,, is a null sequence 
(i = 1, 2). A suficient condition is given by 
(1 +2rp(ala2rl)+cp(r2))2(cp(a~a2r~)+~n(r2)) < 1 (0.28) 
If the Kuerszak-valuation cp is non-archimedean i.e. if’ it satisfies the 
additional requirement 
da + b) < max (da), v(b)) (a, bER) (0.29) 
then a su@ient condition is given by 
dala2rl) < 1, dr2) < 1. (0.30) 
III. HENSEL’S LEMMA. The unital commutative ring R with Kuerszak- 
valuation cp is said to be complete with respect to cp iffor every rp-Cauchy 
convergent sequence a, of R there exists an element a of R for which the 
sequence a, - a is a null sequence. One writes: 
lim a, = a. 
n+cc 
The element a of R is uniquely determined by the given sequence a,, and 
the usual rules for limits are satisfied. 
If (0.2Oa), (0.20b) denotes an approximate ,factorization off then there 
holds the factorization 
f =.71s2 (0.31a) 
and the equation 
d = a,l; i-&J2 (0.31b) 
when 
fi = limfi,, 
“‘cc 
ai = lima. 
(i = 1,2). (0.31c) 
‘” “-+CO 
Fourthly a method is given and exemplified by which we can factorize a 
polynomial (1) with coefficients in the ring o of the algebraic integers of a 
finite extension E of the rational number field 9 by studying the behavior 
off modulo sufficiently high powers of a fixed prime ideal p of o. 
The method also can be used to discover the decomposition behavior 
of p in the root extensions off. 
1. Using the definition (2) of a real valued function @ of manic 
polynomials f with coefficients in a field F of characteristic zero and with 
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a multiplicative valuation q we show that 
Wlf2) 5 max QPflp W2> 
if 
ji(X) = Xni+EliXnidl + . . . +cL,,i 
(aji~F,lIjlni,ni>O,i=1,2). 
Indeed, we have 
fl(x)f2(x) = xn+alxnel+. . . +a, 
when 
n=tll+tl,,LYi =jgoajl%-j, 2 
(1 I i 5 n) and aol = ao2 = 1. 
Hencefori= 1,2,...,ni 
cp(aJ = cp i 
( > 
i-l 
ajlai- j, 2 I cph)+ C dai-j, d+(P(%z) 
j=O j=l 
~(max(~~l,~~2),i((n~)+~~(:l)(~j)+(n~)) 
= 
0 
1 (max (@fly W2)Y 
which implies (1.1). 
Therefore 
W< max l$i~~cP(&)- 
Furthermore, the equation 
a, = (-1YTlt2.. .t, 
implies that 
cpb,> = fi d5i) 5 (css) 
i=l 
hence 
minlsisn dti) I W 
Finally we observe that 
?$=-aIt;-‘-...-a, 
(p(&)n = cp(-a,g”,-‘-. . .-an) 
5 ~(a&(Ci)nml f . . . + da,) 
295 
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The equation 
@f = lyy:n dti) (1.2) 
implies that either n = 1 or n > 1, c1 = r2 = . . . = 5, = 0, or n > 1, 
t[l = 52 = . . . = 5, # 0 and the valuation cp is standard archimedean. 
The equation 
@f = ly::n d5i) 
is equivalent to the equation (1.2). 
The equation 
max rp(rj) = Z 
72-l 
implies that either {, = & = . . . = <, = 0 or that n > 1, cp is standard 
archimedean and 
ui = 
0 
y tj(l I i I n), {j # 0. 
For non-archimedean valuations cp it is more appropriate to introduce 
the function : 
@*f = lyfTn I(cP(%>“‘>~ (1.3) 
as a measure of the roots of the manic polynomial (0.1) with coefficients 
in F. 
Again we have 
and hence 
(1.4) 
On the other hand, the equation 
implies that 
so that 
Therefore 
~+-u,p-...-a, 
cP(tiY 5 lyT:l, daiM5iY-’ 
5 max @* ‘41(&)n-~ 
l_<isn 
(p(ti) I @*f (1 I i I tl). 
max Cp(~i) = CD*j”. 
l<iSn 
( 1 3) 
2. Since in the dedekind ring e there holds the maximal condition 
for ideals the same is true for o[x], according to the theorem of Lasker- 
Macaulay. 
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Hence there are finitely many elements aI, az,. . , , a, of a generating 
the nonzero ideal a of [x] over o[x]. We assume that the generator set 
al, a2,. . . , a, is given. 
By several applications of the euclidean division algorithm in F[x] we 
obtain a presentation 
d = alQl +a2Q2 + . . . +a,Q, 
of the greatest common divisor d of a,, a,,. . ., a,, a monk polynomial 
of F[x], as a linear combination of a,, a2,. . ., a, with polynomial co- 
efficients a,, a,, . . . , a,. 
Denoting by C(d) the fractional o-ideal that is generated by the 
coefficients of the polynomial d (or the content of d) we find that 
C(d)-‘do[x] E aF[x] fi o[x]. 
Conversely, any element P of aF[x] n o[x] is of the form L&Z with a in 
F[x] such that C(da) = C(d) C(a) c o, and hence C(a) E C(d)-‘, 
a E C(d)-‘o[x], P E C(d)-‘do[x] so that we have the ideal equality 
C(d)-‘do[x] = aF[x] n o[x]. cw 
Moreover, 
when 
a = (aF[x] n o[x])C(a)b 
6 = C(d)C(a)-Id-‘a = P(a) c o[x] 
and 
C(6) = o. 
For the o-ideal 
we have 
so that 
z = (C(QJ+C(Qz)+ . - . +C(QX' 
zQi E 4x1 (1 I i I a) 
zd c a, 
Let 
C(dz) = C(d)d-‘zd E C(d)d-‘a = bC(a) 
C(a)-‘C(d)zEbnF=bno. 
C(a)- ’ C(d)z = p:lp:Z. . . p$’ 
factorization of the o-ideal C(a)-’ C(d)z in a product of powers of distinct 
prime ideals pr, . . . , ps, with positive exponents AI, I,, . . . , II,.. Setting 
b,, = p:fx] +6 
we find that 
bp(+bp, = o[x] (1 I i I j I s’) 
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so that there holds the factorization 
6 = fj bPi = f) bPi 
i=l i=l 
of p into the product of mutually prime primary ideals. The factors 
equal to o[x] may be dropped. The other factors are uniquely determined. 
It remains to study the case that the ideal 6 of o[x] is p-primary for 
the nonzero prime ideal p of o such that some power p’ with positive 
exponent il is known to lie in 6 and that 
6 = P”[xI +ifil bioCxI (2.2) 
(bi e o[x] for i = 1,2,. . ., r). 
We must find a sequence of exponents pO, pr,. . . , pk satisfying the 
condition 
0 I ,u() I /Al < . . . < /Lk = p I a (2.3) 
and a sequence of manic polynomials P,, P,, . . . , Pk = 1 of o[x] such that 
[P,] > [PJ > . . . > [P/J = 0 (2.4) 
and 
6 = Popco[x] +P,p”[x] + . . . +P,J+[x]. (2.5) 
Moreover, choosing an element n: of p which does not belong to p2 we 
want to determine relations 
k-j 
+j+i-ajpj = 1 gjhPj,k 
h=l 
with coefficients OLjh in O[X] for .j = 0, 1,. . . , k- 1. 
For this purpose we determine 
P PO = PA + iil C(bi)* (2.6) 
If rue = I then clearly k = 0, p0 = A = CL, 6 = p”[x] will do. Let 
cl0 < a. We apply induction over a-j.+,. 
There is an element bi not contained in pPo+ ‘[xl. After interchange of 
b, and bi we arrive at the condition 
bl$ PCXI. (2.7) 
There is an exponent j3 such that the coefficient o of xB’ in bl does not 
belong to p PO+1 but that the coefficients of xB’ in bl always belong to 
p@+’ for j?’ > p. 
If for some index j satisfying 1 < j 5 r we have bj 4 pPo+‘[x] then 
either the coefficients of xB” in bj always belong to p““+’ for jY 2 /I 
or there is an exponent y 2 jI such that the coefficient rp of xy 
in bj does not belong to p B0’1 but the coefficients of xB” in bj always , 
belong to p““+’ for j3” > y. 
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If the first alternative arises then we interchange bi and bj. This 
operation implies a decrease of j?. 
If the second alternative arises then we replace bj by bj-~XY-Bb, 
when II/ is a solution of the congruence cp SE $o(pPo+‘) in o. This 
operation implies either a decrease of j or a dropping out of j from the 
process or the occurrence of the first alternative leading to a decrease of B. 
After a finite number of the operations described above we obtain a 
generator system of b such that bl does not belong to JP’+~[x], but all 
other bj’s (1 < j 5 r) do belong to pPo+l[~]. 
If the degree of b, is greater than fl then there is an exponent 6 > /3 
such that the coefficient 0 of 2’ in b, belongs to pPo+” (E > 0), but not to 
P W”‘~ and that the coefficients of x’? in bl belong to pao+‘+’ if 6 -C /Y. 
If pO+s 2 1 then b, is of the form bll+blz with bll of degree p and 
b12 in p”[x]. In this event we replace bl by bll. 
If ,nO +E < A then we replace bl by br(1 -rxde8) when 5 is a solution 
of the congruence 8 E &~(p’“+“+‘) in o. This operation has the effect of 
preserving p and either decreasing 6 or increasing E or leading to the first 
alternative, and after finitely many steps, bl will turn out to be of degree j?. 
If bl is already of degree /?, say 
bl = i lid 
i=O 
(4 E O> 
then we have & E pPo . As $ pPO’ r so that we can determine a solution 
of the congruence A& E rP(p”) in o. Furthermore we determine solutions 
of the congruences 51, E 7Pp,(p”) in’ o(0 I i s /3; ps = 1). It follows 
that t does not belong to p so that b, may be replaced by <b,. Moreover, 
rb, may be replaced by npoPo when 
P,(X) =iio Pixi 
is a monomial polynomial of degree p. 
We set 
b’ = n”[x] +rtnb,e[x] +$ biO[x]. 
By induction hypothesis we can find a sequence of exponents 
PE, PC * * * 3 P& 
satisfying 
~o+l=~o*<~~<...<~k*‘=~~I 
and a sequence of manic polynomials 
PE, p:,. . .) Pf* = 1 of o[x] 
such that 
[PX] > [P:] > . . . > [P&-j = 0 
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and 
b’ = P$Y““[x] + P:p’*‘[x] + . . . + P;,pPtk,[x] 
Moreover, we have determined relations 
with coefficients a;,, in o[x] for j = 0, 1,. . . , k* - 1. 
Also, of course we will be able to determine a relation of the form 
rbl =k&W: 
with coefficients /?,, in o[x]. 
Either we have [6,] = fi = [PT], /I1 = l(p), or we have /I > [P:]. 
If the first alternative takes place then we set k = k*; pi = ,uF, 
Pi=Pr(O<iIk),ui*,=ccjh for j=O,1,2 ,..., k-l. 
If the second alternative takes place then we set 
k = k*+l, cli = cl~-“-l, Pi = Pi-:(0 < i I k), 
u~,,=u~-.~,~ for j=1,2 ,..., k-l; ~r,,=/?,,+~. 
In this way the construction is carried out inductively. 
Let us remark that k I r so that k is defined as the minimum number 
of generators of the primary o[x]-ideal b over its intersection with o 
(which is required to be a power of some prime ideal of 0). 
Proof of Lemma 1. If (0.16) holds then there holds an equation 
fiPl +f,P,+a = 1 with P,, P, contained in o[x] and a in a[~]. We set 
e, =fiP1, ez = 1 -e,. It is clear that (0.17) and (0.19) holds. In order 
to prove (0.18) it suffices to consider the case that a is of the form p” 
when p is a nonzero prime ideal of o and I > 0. 
According to Theorem 1 we have 
b = e,o[x] +fo[x] + p”[x] = P,,o[x] + p”‘P,o[x] + @‘[xl (2.8) 
when P,,, P, are manic polynomials, 0 c ~1~ < /*, [P,] > [PI], and a 
denotes an element of p which is not in p2. 
Since modulo p the greatest common divisor of e, and f is congruent 
to fi it follows that [P,] = [fJ. Since b E fio[x]+p”[x] it follows that 
[PI] = 0, pl = p = 1. Finally PO = f,(p”), b = fio[x]+p”[x]. 
Similarly ezo[x] C fo[x] + p”[x] = fio[x] + p”[x]. 
Conversely, if e,, e2 are two elements of o[x] satisfying (0.17), (0.19) 
then let us first operate modulo p. Since o/p is a field we find that there 
are two manic polynomialsf,, jP, of o[x] such that 
J;f2 ~.f<PC~l>, i4~l+f~C~l+PC~l =siOC~l+PCXI (i= L2h 
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Using Hensel’s lemma we obtain manic polynomialsf~,f~ of o[x] such 
that 
f: =.A,(P[d> (i = 1,2),f~.f:~:(p”[xl>,f:o[xl+~~oCxl+P”CXI = 4x1. 
Hence there will be elements pi, Z2 of D[X] such that 
e, G .i$p[x]), +F, = b&(p’[x]) (i, k = 1,2), ei ofio[x] +p”[x] (i = 1,2), 
Zi EfiO[X] +p”[X] (i = 1,2). 
It follows that 
Let 
e,- Zi = O(p[x]). 
then we have 
Hence 
ei S eiEi(p’[X]) (0 < /A < A) 
ei - eiZi z O(p”[x]) 
(ei - e&)’ E O(p’“[X]) 
(ei - ei2i)2 E ef - 2efZi + eF$ 
E ei - 2eiii + eiZi 
E e, - e$$(p’[x]) 
e, - eiZi 3 O(p’“[x] + p”[x]). 
ei E eiZi(p”[x]). 
Similarly 
ei E eiZi(p’[X]). 
Hence 
ei s Z,(p”[x]) (A = 1,2). 
Thus Lemma 1 will be established. 
3. Let F = GF(q) be a field of prime characteristic p consisting 
of p” elements. In order to decide whether a monomial polynomial 
j(x) = xn+alxnml+. . . +a, (3.1) 
of F[x] is irreducible and to present j(x) as a product of factors of degree 
less than n in casefshould be reducible it was suggested by Berlekamp [I] 
to study the congruence 
gq = dfF[xl) (3.2) 
for polynomials g of F[x] of degree less than /A. 
For any polynomial h of F[x] we denote by h, the least remainder 
modulo fF[x] such that 
h = Qml) (3.3) 
and either A, = 0 or [A,] c n. 
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We set 
14 = 1 = gr, 
92 = (x4)/, 
93 = (x2q)f = (sf>/ 
94 = (X3”>/ = h?3)J 
. . . 
. . . 
$I’= (X(“-l)yf = (g2gn-*)J 
obtaining the equations 
g&) = i c$$- l (QEF; i,k=l,2 ,..., n) 
i=l 
such that (3.2) amounts to the solution of the equation 
for the n-column 
Ag=g (A = (a& E F”) 
‘Yll 
Y2 
g= : 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
\Y.) 
associated with the polynomial 
g = k y,$-1. 
i=l 
(3.6) 
The solutions of (3.4) form a linear space S. Using methods of linear 
algebra we find a solution basis li,, fi,, . . . , I?, over F for which hI = 1, 
h , . . , h, are polynomials of F[x] 
h&d we have a decomposition 
of degree less than n. On the other 
JT~lmxl =ifI ai (3.7) 
into the direct sum of indecomposable ideals 
aj = eiF[X]/fF[X] (1 I i 5 d’) (3.8) 
when the elements e* = eJfF[x] are the primitive idempotents of 
F[x]/fF[x]. Each ideal ai is a fully primary ring of the form 
aj =Fi+nj (3.9) 
where Fi is a Galois field isomorphic to a finite extension of F and ni is 
the maximal nilpotent ideal of ai. 
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Hence any element of ai is of the form ai+bi (ai E Fi, bi E ni); we 
have 
the equation 
implies that 
and vice versa. 
(ai+bi)‘J=a4+b;, a;= ai; 
(Ui + bi)’ = Ui + bi 
by = bi, bi = 0 
It follows that d’ = d and that the elements el, Z,,. . ., Fd form another 
basis of S over F. 
Thus Berlekamp’s condition: 
d=l 
for primary polynomials is established. 
If d = 1 thenfis the power of an irreducible polynomial and vice versa. 
There exists an exponent e > 0 such that 
p’ln 
and 
P’li if an-i # 0 (1 I i I n) 
(Note that we have set c(~ = I), but for some index i. 
pe+llio, @*-ia # 0. 
Setting n’ = npee and 
cc; = (uip.)p-e (0 I i I n’), 
we obtain a polynomial 
f*(x) = x%$ E;x”‘-i 
such that f = (f*)P’, 
WWf*) f 0 
and either f ** = f is irreducible or the manic polynomial f** = g.c.d. 
(f *, (d/dx)(f*)) is irreducible. In any case f is a power of the irreducible 
polynomial f **. 
If d > 1 then we utilize the factorization 
in a product of q mutually prime factors to find the factorization 
f ==vFgcd (f, hj-m> (3.11) 
(3.10) 
off in a product of mutually prime factors of which at least two will not 
be constant. We continue factorizing, using in sequence h,, ha,. . ., hd 
until d distinct mutually prime nonconstant factors are found. Each of 
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them is primary and will be presented as a power of an irreducible poly- 
nomial by the method explained above. 
This method works particularly well for q = 2 and more generally 
speaking for small values of q. For larger values of q we recommend to 
proceed as follows. (See [2], [3].) In the sequence h,, = 1, h,, = h,, 
L = (h:),, AZ3 = (@, = ~22~Z)j, b4 = (h:), = (bh&-, . . . look for 
the first number that is linearly dependent of its predecessor, say 
h+B1h,+. . . +pJl,,=o, (p,EF;l<il1). 
Thus the minimal polynomial 
m(x) = x’+plx’-‘+. . . +pl 
for h, modulofF[x] is obtained. 
Let 
h2/fFCXl = i ai 
i=l 
with ai of ui the decomposition of h,/fF[X] with respect to the direct 
decomposition (3.7). Since hi I h, (modfF[X]) it follows that af = ai 
and hence a, E Fi. 
Since a: = a, is an element of the finite extension Fi of the field e:F 
isomorphic to F it follows that ai belongs to e:F, hence ai = erai with 
ai in F. The congruence m(hJ = 0 (modfF[x]) implies that m(a,) = 0, 
and thus m(ai) = 0. Hence m(x) is divisible by the polynomial 
when the accent after the multiplication symbol indicates that repeated 
factors are carried only once. On the other hand m*(ui) = 0 for i = 1, 
2 d. Therefore m*(hJ E 0 (modfF[X]) and this implies equality 
bk;;;,‘en m and m*. Also we know that h,/fF[X] is not a multiple of the 
unit residue class over F. Therefore not all C(~ are equal one to another. 
We arrive at the conclusion that m is a manic nonlinear polynomial 
with all roots in F. 
Hence there is a proper nonconstant manic divisor D of m. 
For each D we have D(h,) # 0 and g.c.d. cf D(h,)f) = fi is a non- 
constant proper divisor off such that the factorization 
f=f1f2 
into the product of two mutually prime factors is obtained. 
It remains to give a fast method of finding a proper nonconstant 
manic divisor D of m. 
If the constant term of m is 0 then D(x) = x does it. 
Let m(0) # 0. 
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We factor q- 1 into the product of powers of distinct natural prime 
numbers 
q-1 = hpyI 
i=l 
with positive exponents vl,. . . , v,. We determine successively 
Di = g.c.d. (m(x), (xc4- 1f’pi - l),). 
If any one of them is a proper nonconstant divisor we are done. If 
Di = D, = ... = D, = 1 then m(x) is a divisor of the cyclotomic 
polynomial cpqel(x), the roots- of which are the primitive (q- I)-st roots 
of unity. 
If m[ (xc4- ‘)/Pi - l), then we determine successively 
Dij = g.c.d. (m(x), (x(‘-‘)‘~~‘- l),) (1 Ij I Vi). 
If any one of them is a proper nonconstant divisor we are done. 
Otherwise we obtain an exponent li such that 1 I li I vi and 
m(x)l(x(q- l)lPA- 1) 
and either pi = vi or 
Ai < vi, m(x)y(Xw)lPi~i+l - 1). 
We set li = 0 in case m(x) does not divide xCq- ‘)lpi - 1. Thus m(x) turns 
t 
out to be a divisor of the n p$st cyclotomic polynomial. If this happens, 
i=l 
we replace m(x) by m(x-a) for randomly chosen a’s distinct from 0 
and from each other until we obtain a proper factorization of m(x) as is 
bound to happen if we will try long enough. 
4. The Proof of Hensel’s Lemma I, II, and III is self explanatory. 
The main application is made to the polynomial ring F[x] in one variable 
x over a field with a multiplicative valuation ‘pO. A Kuerszak valuation 
‘pl of F[x] is obtained by setting: 
‘P1(POx”+Blxm-l +. * * +Pm) = f cPi(Pi)* 
i=O 
If ‘p. is non-archimedean then another one is obtained by: 
‘p@oxm+plxm-l+. . * + Pm) = oyF-m rPO(Pi) (pi fz F; 0 I i 5 m). 
The Kuerszak valuation cp is translation invariant: 
cpkdx + 4) = cp(dxN 
for all g of F[x] and all tl of F. The Kuerszak valuation ql is not trans- 
lation invariant but it may be used to define a translation invariant 
Kuerszak valuation 40 by: 
G’(g) = g.l.b., E F cP,(dX + Cd). 
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In order to find a factorization of the polynomial (0.1) of F[x] one begins 
with an approximate factorization 
f=f1f2+r1d2, 
when 
a1.fi ++.I-;! = d, 
andf,, f2, rl, d, a,, d2 are polynomials of F[x]. One obtains a factorization 
f =fJ2 
offin the polynomial ring FJx] over the cp,-completion F,, of F by the 
approximation method of Lemma 2 provided that 
44w2rl) < p. (4.1) 
when p. is the positive real number satisfying the equation 
2p;+po1 = 0. (4.2) 
In case ‘p. is non-archimedean it suffices to adopt the weaker con- 
vergence condition 
40(ala2rl) < 1. (4.3) 
The approximation method suggested by Lemma 2 shows the quadratic 
convergence behavior i.e. the error cp(rr), roughly speaking, is pro- 
portionate to the square of the error cp(rJ. Of course, this effect is some- 
what blurred in the beginning but after a few steps it will be fully estab- 
lished. 
If the initial approximate factorization off was far enough away from 
a trivial factorization 1ike.f = 1 ./the same will be true for the factorization 
f= kL* 
The by now classical form of Hensel’s lemma is obtained if we assume 
‘p. to be a complete non-archimedean valuation with 
Da0 = {+ E F & &cc) I l} 
as valuation ring and 
P+, = {PIP EF & cpo(B) < 11 
as the maximal ideal of o,,,,. There is given a polynomial (0.1) of D+,,[x], 
a congruence 
f =f1f2bp,C4) 
and a congruence 
Ulfi +a,f, = m&l). 
Under these conditions an equation 
f =fJ2 
in o,Jx] is established when 
fi s fi(PqJxl)* 
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Without loss of generality one may assumef,, fi to be manic. It follows 
that there is precisely one manic polynomial f: of D~,,[x] congruent to fi 
and dividingf. The polynomialf, is of the form jff: when A is the leading 
coefficient off,, an element of epo that is congruent 1 modulo prpO. 
The constructive power of the classical form of Hensel’s lemma becomes 
evident from the remark that it suffices to know a factorization of the 
residue class polynomial f/p,,[x] into mutually prime factors in order to 
establish a factorization off in OJX] from which the given factorization 
may be derived by residue class formation. 
For example, in order to find out whether the separable polynomial 
(0.1) of a[~] can be decomposed into the product of two nonconstant 
manic factors of 9[x] we determine a natural prime number p that does 
not divide the discriminant off. 
If f is reducible in 9[x] then f/pS[x] can be factorized in [x]/pS?[x] in 
the product of two prime manic nonconstant polynomials. 
Using the p-adic valuation qp, of 9 defined by setting 
1 0 ifq,=O 4Dp(P”qllq2) = - P ” if pYqiq2 
we obtain for each congruence factorization 
f = fi fi<P~C~l> 
with manic nonconstant polynomials fi, fi of b[x], an associated 
factorization 
f=fT*fIF (4.4) 
off into the product of manic nonconstant polynomials of the poly- 
nomial ring Z?;z,[x] over the cp,-completion of 9 such that 
fi* E a,[x] (i = 1,2) 
fi* = f,<P~&l>. 
Supposingf is reducible in Z![x], then one of the factorizations. (4.4) must 
happen already in Z[x]. 
Those factorizations can be constructed effectively in the same sense in 
which computable real numbers can be constructed effectively. 
However, for the purpose at hand we are concerned with the con- 
gruence factorization 
f = P,P2. . . P,(p%“[x]) (4.5) 
off into the product of manic polynomials P,, . . . , P, of S’[x] that are 
mutually prime modulo p and with the congruence factorization 
f = QlQ2. . .Qs(~“~[xl) (4.6) 
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that is devised from (4.6) by application of Hensel’s method such that Q1 
is a manic polynomial of a[x] congruent to Pi modulo pb[x]. 
Let us observe that the polynomials P,, . . , , P, in question always are 
mutually prime to each other modulo p because p does not divide the 
discriminant off so that f remains separable modulo p. 
We denote by @ the real valued function on b[x] defined by (0.2) if 
we use as cp the absolute value valuation of 3. 
We determine the natural number v in harmony with the inequality 
(4.7) 
For each polynomial g(x) of %“[x] and each natural number m there is 
uniquely determined a polynomial R,(g) such that 
R,(g) - dm~[xl> 
and each coefficient of R,,,(g) is greater than -m/2, but not greater than 
m/2. 
For any polynomial h of ?Z[x] that is different from R,(g), but con- 
gruent to g modulo mZY[x] there is at least one coefficient of absolute 
values not smaller than m/2. 
Supposing both g and h are monomial polynomials of the same degree 
then we have 
(Qh)’ 
Thus the condition (4.7) together with the inequality (0.6) assures us that 
among the congruence factorization 
f = fif2we-xl> 
with manic polynomialsf,, fi of 3[x] satisfying the conditions 
there must be at least one for which fi divides J‘ in %“[x] provided ,f is 
irreducible. 
We pick among the manic polynomials Q,, Q2,. .‘. , Q, the ones of 
degree not greater than [n/2], say Q,, Qz,. . . , Q,. We determine all 
polynomials 
RpXQa,Q,, . . . Qa,) 
of degree not greater than [n/2] such that 1 I G(~ < m2 < . . . <Q, 5 s’. 
If one of these polynomials divides f in S[x] then f is reducible over 1 
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and we obtain a factorization of the form (0.5). Otherwisefis irreducible 
over A?. 
Observe that in order to justify this method we have to make use of 
Lemma 1 or an equivalent. 
Example. 
f(x) =x2-9x+20, 
d(f)=9x9-4x20=1, 
P = 2, 
G?(f) = max (9/2, J20) = 9/2, 
2’,2 -9E 
* J2-1’ 
v= 5. 
Berlekamp’s method yields: 
l2 = l(f%[x] +2d[x], 
x2 z x 9 
91 = 1, g2 = x, 
f= X(X-l), 
1*x+(-1)(x-l) E 1 
The Hensel method of Lemma 2, with 
f = x2-9x+20, 
j-1 =x, f2 =x-l, 
d=l, a,=l, a2=-1, 
i-1 = -8x-20, r2 = 0, 
gives the following results: 
N, previous module fi i fii next module al I a2i rli 
1 2 X x-l 4 1 -1 0 
2 4 X X-l 16 1 -1 8x-4 
3 16 -7x-4, 7x+3 32 9 -9 0 
4 32 x-4, x-5 
(x - 4>lf<x>, 
f(x) is reducible over 3. 
f(x) = (x-4)(x- 5). 
We remark that the modules grow quadratically until the last module 
py turns up. 
21 
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The members of the sequence are reduced with respect to the module 
to the left. If polynomials of degree n or greater then n occur divide with 
remainder byf(x)! It is convenient to keep dj = 1. For example at step 3 
we have just found 
f13 =-7x-4, f23 =-7x+3. 
What values to use for u13, aZ3? Firstly we go back to aI2 = 1 and 
az2 = - 1 and obtain the equations 
~1*f13+~221;3 = -7, 
on the right-hand side of which is -7. Since we desire to have 1 in place 
of -7 we have to determine the inverse of -7 modulo (f~[~]+2~~[x]). 
This is 9. Hence 
al3 = 9.1, aZ3 = 9. -1(32) 
a13 = 9, a23 = -9. 
Furthermore, we determine 
r13 =fi3f*3-f(~~[~1+25~~~1). 
Since this yields r13 = 0 the process stops here already so that indeed 
f = fi3f23wm). 
However, fi3 is not manic. Thus at the fourth step we multiply fi3 
by the inverse of the highest coefficient not divisible by p modulo py in 
order to turn that coefficient into 1. 
It could happen, of course, that there are higher coefficients that are 
not congruent zero modulo py though they are divisible by p. In that case 
we always can find a polynomial of b[x] by which the given polynomial 
may be multiplied so as to find a manic polynomial modulo p’%“[x]. 
For example, the polynomial 
2x+3 
upon multiplication by 10x+ 1 will turn into 
-12x2+3 
modulo 32 ZY[x]. This polynomial upon multiplication by 4x2 + 1 will 
turn into 
16x4+3 
modulo 32 %“[x]. Now upon multiplication by 2x4+ 1 we obtain 
modulo 32 Z[x] which will turn into 1 modulo 32 b[x] upon multi- 
plication by 11. Between the lines one will recognize a systematic pro- 
cedure. 
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